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AGREEMENf
This Agreement, dated as of . . (hereinafter referred to as
the "2003-2005 Agreement") is between the Clifton-Fine Central School District
(hereinafter referred to as the "District") and the Clifton-Fine Education
Association (hereinafter referred to as the "Association"). Except as otherwise
expressly provided herein, the provisions of this Agreen1ent shall be effective
upon slgnmg.
The Association having been designated the exclusive collective negotiating
representative of the instructional staff as defined in Article I - Recognition, the
District recognizes the Association as such exclusive representative. Accordingly,
.-the Association makes this Agreement in its capacity as the exclusive collective
negotiating representative of such employees. The provisions of this Agreement
constitute the sole procedure for the processing and settlement of any claim by a
member of the instructional staff or the Association of a violation by the District
of this Agreenlent. As the representative of the instructional staff, the Association.
may process grievances through the grievance procedure or settle the same.
PURPOSE AND INfENT OF AGREEMENf
The District and the Association agree that it is their joint responsibility
and prip.lary function to assure each boy and girl attending the Clifton-Fine
School the highest level of educational opportunity available. It is the intent and
purpose of this Agreement to further this primary function by setting forth a
procedure that will enhance communication, cooperation and mutual
understanding in the area of terms and conditions of employment.
The representatives of the District and the Association shall continue to
provide each other with such advance notice as is reasonable under the
circumstances on all matters of importance in the administration of the terms of
the Agreement, including changes or innovations affecting the relations between
the parties.
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ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION
In setting forth the ternlS of this Agreement, the District and the
Association agree on the following definitions:
Teacher: A member of the instructional staff whose position requires
certification by the State Education Department and who is a nlember of the
instructional unit as defined by the Board under the provisions of the applicable
statutes.
Adnlinistrator: The Superintendent, the High School Principal, the
Elementary Principal, and the .CSEChairperson/Director of Special Programs.
Supervisor: The administrator to whom the bargaining unit member is
responsible.
Unit: All certified, professional employees of Clifton -Fine Central School
District, including school nurse, and excluding. administrators and business
manager.
Day: Shall mean all regularly scheduled class days as determined by the
calendar adopted by the School Board, not to exceed 200 days.
The District, having determined that the Association is supported by a
majority of the bargaining unit members, and having evidence that the
Association has agreed to conform to the provisions of Article 14 of the Civil
Service Law, recognizes the Association 'as the exclusive negotiating agent for
such bargaining unit members. Such recognition shall conform to the provisions
of Article 14 of the Civil Service Law.
\
'\. ARTICLEII - RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTIES
A. Each of the parties hereto acknowledges the rights and responsibilities of
the other party, the rights of individual bargaining unit members under
the law, and the responsibility of poth parties to follow policies set by the
Conlmissioner of Education. If any Article or Section of this Agreement or
an Appendix thereto should be held invalid by operation of law or by any
tribunal of competent jurisdiction, or if compliance with or enforcement of
any Article or Section should be restrained by such tribunal, the ren1.ainder
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of this Agree111entand appendices thereto shall not be affected thereby and
the parties shall enter into imn1ediate collective negotiations for the
purpose of arriving at a mutually satisfactory replacel11ent for such invalid
Article or Section. Such negotiations shall be limited to the area declared
invalid.
The District recognizes that teaching is a profession requiring specialized
education qualifications and the quality of the educational programs
.conducted in the School District depends primarily upon the quality of the
teaching service. .
In the selection of educational material and in the determination of method
of presentation, the District and the administrators will make a sincere
effort to allow teachers maximum acadel11icfreedom consistent with the
spirit of the joint Co"deof Ethics developed by the New York State School
Boards Association and the New York State United Teachers, as well as the
policies of the State Education Department and the School District.
Continuing Policies
I. Practices and policies cu~rent1y in effect which affect terms and
conditions of employment of n1embers of the bargaining unit and are
not otherwise covered by this Agreement shall be n1aintained at the
standards presently in effect, except as they may be improved by
provisions of this Agreement.
2. The only exception to the foregoing shall be where a change in
practice or policy is necessitated by change in enrollment, loss of
revenues, or major change in educational requirements of the
District.
3. If the District believes that one of the three pre-conditions for an
exception n1ay exist, it will immediately notify the Association
President, in writing, of this possibility. No final decision will be
reached by the District for at least thirty (30) days from the date of
notification of the Association.
4. The District and the Association will cooperate in any joint study, or
sharing of information that will help establish the facts upon which
the decision will ultimately be made.
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ARTICLE III- FEES
Section 1 - Association Membership
The District agrees to deduct from the salaries of Association nlembers dues
for local, state and national associations as said nlembers individually and
voluntarily authorize the District to deduct and the District further agrees to .
transmit dues collected to the Association at the end of each pay period.
Bargaining unit member authorization must be in writing and on record in the
office of the Business Manager. The annual payment to the Association will be
based on the list of bargaining unit members who have voluntarily authorized
dues deductions as of the first day of October of that school year. Payroll
deductions will begin with the first pay period in October and continue in .equal
instalhnents through the last pay period of February.
Section 2 - Agency Fee
A.
B.
Effective July 1, 1982, the Clifton-Fine Central School District shall deduct
from the wage or salary of employees in the bargaining unit who are not
members of the Clifton -Fine Education Association the amount equivalent
to the dues le'Vied by the Association and shall transmit the sum so
deducted to the Association in accordance with Chapters 677 and 678 of
the Laws of 1977 of the State of New York.
The Association affirms that it has adopted such procedure for refund of
agency shop fee deduction as required in Section 3 of Chapters 677 and
678 of the Laws of 1977 of the State of New York. This provision for
agency shop fee deduction shall continue in effect so long as the
Association maintains such procedure.
c. The agency shop fee deduction shall be made following the same
.
procedures as are applicable for dues check -off, except as otherwise
mandated by law or this Article of the Agreement.
Section 3 - Benefit Trust
A. The District will deduct from the salaries of those unit members
participating in the Trust an amount authorized by said unit .members on
Benefit Trust forms.
B. The deductions will commence on the second pay period of the school year
and will continue for twenty (20) consecutive pay periods in a school year.
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c. The authorization nlay be amended or withdrawn at the discretion of the
unit member.
D. The monies deducted will be forwarded by the District to the NYSUT
Benefit Trust as deducted.
Section 4 - VOTE/COPE
The District shall deduct from the payroll checks of individual unit
menlbers monies for VOTE/COPE. Each menlber who voluntarily elects to have
such deduction shall sign an appropriate authorization card in triplicate. Funds
so collected shall be forwarded directly to VOTE/COPEby the District and shall
be acconlpanied by information required by applicable state or federal laws.
Section 5 - Direct Deposit
Direct deposit of the entire or partial paycheck to any bank or credit union
will be available to unit l11embers.
ARTICLE N -TEACHING CONDITIONS
Section 1 - Teaching Hours
A. Teaching hours shall be as follows: 8:00 A.M. - 3:05 P.M., Monday
through Friday. Teachers involved in activity period programs, including
educational assistance to students, will be free to leave at 3:45 P.M. .
B. Each teacher shall have a professional period each day exclusive of a duty
free lunch period of at least 30 minutes. The professional period may be
used for departmental work, conferences, and staff planning connected
with the educational process.
Section 2 - Length of Year
The school year shall be defined by the calendar adopted by the Board of
Education. This calendar, inclusive of workshops and seminars, shall not
exceed 200 days. Workshops and seminars will be developed jointly by
the instructional staff and administration.
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Section 3 - Meetings
A. A tentative schedule of regular faculty meetings will be provided to each
unit nlember during the first week of school each year by the
adnlinistration. The administrator in charge of the meeting will provide
each unit member with a written agenda for each meeting no later than
the start of school on the day of the meeting.
B. Emergency, or special, nleetings may be called as needed.
C. All staff mel11bersare required to attend unless prior arrangements have
been made with the administrator regarding absence or early departure.
Section 4 - Assignnlent of Duties
A. The assignment of duties for which there is no provision for additional
compensation shall be made, so far as practicable, in accordance with the
interests and preferences of the bargaining unit members involved. Should
it become necessary to require a bargaining unit member to assume
responsibility for an unpaid extra duty or activity, the administrators shall
make every effort to distribute such assigntnents equitably and to discuss
the methods for so doing with th€ Association.
B. Except in an emergency situation, a teacher shall not be required to use
his/her planning periods to substitute for an absent teacher.
C. If possible, state required meetings will be held during the regular school
hours.
D. In -school suspensio.n room duty will be performed by the staff strictly on a
voluntary basis.
Section 5 - Educational Concerns Committee
A. A teacher(s) who has reasonable cause to believe that his/her teaching
effectiveness may be negatively impacted by factors or conditions beyond
his/her control, and who, after discussing these concerns with the
administration without receiving a resolution satisfactory to the teacher,
shall be provided the opportunity to bring those concerns to the attention
of the Educational Concerns Committee.
B. The Committee shall be comprised of the Superintendent, two members of
the Board of Education, two teachers selected by the Association, and a
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third individual selected by the teacher. (This individual nlay be another
teacher, a parent or citizen of the community, or any other party familiar
with the situation giving rise to the teacher's concerns.)
c. The Committee shall investigate the teacher's concerns, consider any
evidence which the teacher shall provide to support those concern~, and
may request additional testi1110nyor evidence from other parties.
D. Following deliberation, the COlumittee shall report to the full Board of
Education. Should the teacher's concerns be sustained in whole or in part,
the Conlmittee shall nlake reconlmendations or suggestions for resolving
the matter.
E. The Board of Education may accept, reject, or nl0dify the Conlmittee's
report and recommendations. -
F. Should the Committee's report and recommendations be rejected, the
teacher and each member of the Comnlittee shall be provided the reasons
in writing for the Board's action.
G. A partial list of factors or conditions which might trigger an appeal to the
Committee. would be:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
enrolhllent in a class or classes;
student nlake-up of a class or classes;
scheduling of a class or classes;
number of teacher preparations;
availability of materials or supplies.
Section 6 - Scheduling
Each teacher in grades 7-12 who wishes to meet with adnlinistrators
and/ or guidance personnel regarding the sectioning of classes and individual
placement of students shall be offered the opportunity to do so. Every effort will
be made by administration and/or guidance to balance students with special
needs in academic classes. Such meetings(s) shall be accomplished before the
end of the school year and shall occur while the scheduling and placement is
being developed. Teachers may choose to meet individually, by grade level or by
department.
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Section 7 - Notification of Teaching Assignnlents
Each teacher will be notified of his/her teaching assignment for the
upcoming school year no later than the last day of instruction. A teacher who is
assigned to teach a new course or a new grade level shall be afforded the
opportunity to make a supplenlental requisition for supplies and nlaterials
appropriate and necessary for the new assignment. In addition, such teacher(s)
will be afforded the opportunity for in -service course work to the extent that
funds are available through the mini-grant program. .
Section 8 - Parent/Teacher Conferences
Elel11entaryparent-teacher conferences will occur over three (3) or four
(4) consecutive half-day periods, which may include late afte-rnoons or early
evenings to accommodate parents. Such conferences will not extend the
teacher's work day and will be scheduled at times when pupils are not in
attendance. A committee appointed by the CFEAPresident will meet annually
with the Superintendent or his/her designee to choose which days and times will
be utilized for parent-teacher conferences.
Sectiotl 9 - Professional Courtesy
Children of unit menlbers living outside of the District may attend Clifton-
Fine Central School tuition free provided the request is made no later than August
30 or thirty (30) days after appointment to a bargaining unit position, whichever
is later.
ARTICLE V - EXTRA-CURRICULAR, EXTRA-DUlY
.
AND COORDINATOR ACTIVITIES
A. The salary schedule for extra-curricular, extra-duty, and coordinator
activities is shown as an addition to the basic salary schedule in Appendix
B. Appointment to these activities will be made annually.
B. An advisory committee comprised of four elementary and four secondary
teachers shall be elected by their respective faculties to advise the
administration on new extra-curricular activities. This shall include the
suggested description of the activity, allocation of funds, and selection of
personnel. The committee will advise the administration on the salary or
8
c.
other compensation. This salary becomes negotiable at the next
negotiation session.
All assignments in Appendix B will be made as soon as practicable.
Whenever possible, assignments will be l11adeat least thirty (30) days prior.
to the beginning of the activity. A listing of the assignments shall be
disseminated to the staff. Insofar as prac.ticable, a bargaining unit nlember
shall be limited to one activity and be assigned to 110more than two
activities per year. ~fthe existence of an activity is in jeopardy f<?rwant of
an advisor, then a bargaining unit member may be appointed to a third
activity. All assignments to extra-curricular and coordinator positions
must be approved by the Superintendent before they are presented to the
Board for sanction.
D. In order to assure that each extra-curricular activity receives the full
attention of its sponsor/coach, no individual nlay be assigned to two
extra -curricular activities if both activities occur during the same period of
time.
ARTICLE VI -GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Should any differences arise between the District and the Association in
reference to a clainl based on an alleged violation of this Agreement, there shall
be no suspension of work by the aggrieved party on account of such differences
but an earnest effort shall be nlade to settle them promptly in the following
manner.
Step 1: Discussion between the Association and/or bargaining unit
menlber and the supervisor who initiated the action. Every reasonable effort to
adjust the grievance shall be made by the supervisor, the bargaining unit
nlember, and/or an Association representative. The grievance shall be presented
no later than fifteen (15) days after the date of the occurrence or the date on
which the grievant(s) could reasonably have been expected to have knovvn of the
occurrence (whichever is later) and the supervisor shall give his/her reply to the
grievance within three (3) days .of the date of the discussion.
Step 2: Discussion between the aggrieved bargaining unit member and the
Superintendent, at which discussion the bargaining unit member's supervisor, an
Association representative and appropriate witnesses may be present. Request for
such Step 2 hearing shall be made by the aggrieved bargaining unit member or
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the Association submitting a written statement of the grievance to the
Superintendent no later than ten (10) days from the date of the Step 1 reply.
Within ten (10) days of the request, the parties will meet to schedule the Step 2
hearing. Following the Step 2 hearing, the Superintendent shall have five (5)
days in which to reply in writing to the grievance.
Step 3: If the grievance renlains unsettled, the Association shall have ten
(10) days from the date of the Step 2 answer in which to appeal to the Board of
Education for a formal hearing. Such appeal shall be in writing and shall set
fOlih the specific reasons for requesting such hearing. The Board shall schedule
the hearing for the earliest possible time, at a time mutually agreeable to the
Board and the Association. The bargaining unit member shall be present at the
hearing, with Association representation, and may examine any evidence offered
-
relative to the grievance and may question witnesses. The Board shall notify the
Association of its disposition of the grievance within fifteen (15) days after the
date of the hearing. The Board shall not be required to meet more than once
during any fifteen (15) day period for the purpose of hearing grievance(s).
Step 4:
-a)
b)
If after the appeal to the Board of Education, the bargaining unit
member and/or Association are not satisfied with the-decision at
Step 3, and the Association determines that the grievance is
meritorious, it may submit the grievance to binding arbitration by
written notice to the Board of Education within fifteen (15) school
days of the decision at Step 3.
Within five (5) school days after such written notice of submission to
arbitration, the Board of Education and the Association will agree
upon a mutually acceptable arbitrator competent in the area of
grievance, and will obtain a commitment from said arbitrator to
serve. If the parties are unable to agree upon an arbitrator or to
obtain such a commitment within the five days, a request for a list of
arbitrators will be made to the American Arbitration Association by
either party. The parties will then be bound by the rules and
procedures of the Anlerican Arbitration Association in the selection
of an arbitrator.
c) The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all
parties.
d) The costs for the services of the arbitrator will be borne equally by
the Board of Education and the Association.
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The parties may mutually agree to waive any step of this procedure.
Failure of the District to respond at any step within the stated tinle'limits
shall be construed as a denial of the grievance, and the grievance shall
automatically move to the next step.
A.
ARTICLEVII - ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS
The administration of the affairs of the School District is the exclusive
function of the Board of Education through the Superintendent provided,
however, that in the exercise Qfsuch functions neither the Board nor the
Superintendent shall alter any of the provisions of this Agreement. TIle
Board recognizes that there are many subjects which, while they are not
negotiable items under the ternlS of Article 14 of the New York State Civil
Service Law, are of interest to the menlbers of the teaching profession. In
an effort to promote harmony, to encourage cooperation, and to improve
comnlunicatioli., the Board shall instruct its Superintendent to continue the
practice of keeping the faculty informed of all policy decisions wherever
practicable. The Superintendent shall-have th~ authority to use a
'
representative group of bargaining unit nlembers, as 'chosen by the
Association, for the purposes of announcing, discussing or explaining
changes in policy or procedure.
B. In filling instructional and extra -curricular vacancies, in the promotion or
transfer of bargaining unit members, the Superintendent shall announce
promptly the existence of such opportunities in order that all interested
bargaining unit menlbers might be given equal consideration. All extra-
curricular positions (including scorer and timer) will be posted by sport,
season and level.
ARTICLE VIII - EVALUATION, PERSONNEL FILE
A. Evaluation: The Association believes that evaluation should be conducted
for the purpose of ascertaining the level of performance and improvement
of instruction.
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The methods of evaluation are defined by the following procedures
. mutually developed by and acceptable to the Teachers'Association,the
Administration and the governing Board.
B.
To further these purposes, the supervisory personnel responsible for the
evaluation of bargaining unit menlbers shall acknowledge the right of the
bargaining unit member to:
1. know how well hel she is performing the duties and responsibilities
of his/her position;
2. know the areas in which improvement is needed;
3. have specific suggestions to overcome indicated deficiencies;
4. have candid appraisal of his/her work;
5. discuss the evaluation reports with the evaluator;
6. seek and receive supervisory assistance where needed;
7. receive a sample copy of the evaluation criteria sheet when school
convenes in September.
Procedures for teacher observation and evaluation:
1. Formal classroom observation.
a) To be made by an administrator in written form.
b) Will cover a complete lesson or class period.
c) Teacher must be notified before the observation begins if the
observation is to be classified as fornla!.
d) Twenty-four hour prior notice of observation may be
requested at any time by a teacher.
e) Post-conference.
1. No later than three (3)working days after the lesson
observation, the lesson will be evaluated and discussed.
12
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2.
3.
4.
The nUlllber of formal observations and evaluations ll1ay vary
according to tenure status and growth factor.
a) First year bargaining unit meillbers:
1. Fornlal observation - at least three times spaced
throughout the school year.
b) Other bargaining unit members:
1. Once a year if needed or requested.
11. If an unfavorable evaluation follows an observation,
there will be a follow-up observation. This procedure
shall be followed until the situation is corrected, a
decision to terminate the probationary appointment is
reached and the teacher is so notified in writing, or
disciplinary action commences.
Bargaining unit members receiving unsatisfactory ratings:
a) Will have extra guidance and conferences mihe areas of
weakness.
b) Shall be ~xpectedto fulfill the necessary steps (extra study,
conferences, work, etc.) in order to correct the weakness.
c) Will have constructive criticism and suggestions for
improvement noted at their evaluation.
Bargaining unit member's request will be honored for:
a) Additional formal or informal observations.
b) Formal observations by the Superintendent.
Nature of evaluation.
1.
2.
Diagnostic.
Constructive.
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3. Focused upon the assessment of needs and the overcoming of
weaknesses.
4. Primary areas of consideration must include:
a)
b)
5.
Competency in subject area.
All areas of teaching assignment.
Other considerations:
a) Level of perfornlance in other assigned areas of
responsibilities.
D. Protection of Rights Clause:
1. Written response to evaluation.
a)
b)
Within five (5) days after the post-evaluation conference the
bargaining unit member may add an addendum.
The addendum nlust be attached- to the evaluation for
placement in the file.
The supervisor can ask for a conference upon receiving an
addendum from the bargaining unit member. Following this
conference a joint statement summarizing the points covered and
conclusions reached will be filed with the evaluation materials.
2.
E. JQ.bSecurity: No bargaining unit member will be disciplined or disnlissed
without just cause.
F. Official bargaining unit member personnel file.
1.
2.
The District shall maintain only one official personnel file for each
member of the bargaining unit.
Bargaining unit members shall have the right to:
a) Review and copy the contents of this official file;
b) Have a personally selected representative accompany hinl/her
during such a review.
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3. No material, excluding references and information obtained in the
process of evaluating the bargaining unit member for initial
employment, which is derogatory to the bargaining unit member's
conduct, service, character, or personality shall be filed unless the
bargaining unit member has had an opportunity to examine the
nlaterial. The bargaining unit nlel11bermust affix his/her signature
on the actual copy to be kept with the understanding that such
signature merely signifies that he/she has examined the material.
Such signature does not necessarily indicate agreement with the
content. An incident l11ustbe reduced to writing no later than fifteen
(15) school days after the date of the occurrence or the date on
which the administration could reasonably have been expected to
have known of the occurrence, whichever is later.
4. The bargaining unit nlember shall have the right to answer any
material filed Within fifteen (15) school days and such answer shall
be attached to the file copy.
5. Material proven to be inaccurate, misleading, inappropriate, not
based on facts or unjustified shall be renl0ved from the file.
6. Only material filed in accordance with this Article shall be used in
. any action taken to reprimand, reduce in rank, discipline, dismiss, or
otherwise deprive a bargaining unit menlber of any professional
advantage. The only exception shall be when a single incident has
just occurred, and is the sole basis for the action being taken. In
. such case, the incident shall be reduced to writing and filed within
two (2) school days.
7. No material will be forwarded from a bargaining unit member's file
without the bargaining unit mel11ber's permission.
8. Before the record of any complaint by a parent is placed in the
bargaining unit member's personnel file, the bargaining unit
member shall be afforded an opportunity to confront the
complainant and to reply to the complaint.
9. Only material in the personnel file may be used in any action by the
District that could result in any negative consequences for the
bargaining unit member. The only exception shall be where the
material is relevant and where there is a legititl1ate reason why such
material was not included in the file previously (for example, when
15
a specific incident has just occurred and it is the basis for the action
taken) . .
G. Alternative Discipline Procedure
1. When the District believes it has cause to pursue a disciplinary
action against a tenured teacher, the Superintendent or his/her
designee shall so notify the individual teacher and the CFEA
President by certified mail that action is being contemplated.
The notification shall detail the nature of the charges, and the
penalty or penalties sought. The notification will also inform the
teacher of his/her right of representation and will encourage the
teacher to contact the CFEA President immediately.
2. If the teacher notifies the Superintendent in writing within seven (7)
school days of the receipt of the notification, a n1eeting will be
scheduled at a mutually agreeable time within seven (7) school days
of the Superintendent's receipt of the response of the teacher
between the teacher, CFEArepresentative(s) and District
r.epresentative(s). At this time the charges and penalty sought will
- be discussed.
The District will provide the teacher with full details and all
particulars known to the District at this meeting.
At the meeting the teacher will be offered three (3) choices and will
notify the Superintendent in writing of his/her choice within seven
(7) school days of the meeting. The choices the teacher will have
are:
a) accept the penalty sought, or a modification thereof, in which
case the penalty will be imposed and a record placed in the
teacher's personnel file, at which point the matter will be
considered resolved; or
b) require the District to institute proceedings under New York
State Education Law 3020-a; or
c) if the penalty sought is limited to either an official letter of
reprimand, a suspension without pay for five days, or a fine
not to exceed five hundred dollars, the parties will follow the
arbitration procedure contained in Section 3 below.
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4.
3.
f)
g)
h)
In the event that the teacher chooses to proceed to arbitration, the
following procedure will be followed:
a) The American Arbitration Association (AM) will be notified
by the District's representative of the implenlentation of this
procedure.
b) AM will be asked to provide the names of seven (7)
arbitrators who are qualified under Section 302D-a.
c) Representatives of the teacher and the District will select one
nanle from that list to serve and AM will be so notified. The
.appointn1ent process will be subject to AM rules.
d) The parties agree to submit to the arbitrator only the issue in
question, and shall charge the arbitrator with the
responsibility for reaching a determination solely on the basis
of the charges presented. .
e) The arbitrator shall apply the identical criteria as would be
applied by a tenure pan~l in a 3020-a proceeding. The
District must prove by a preponderance of evidence either
insubordination, imn10ral conduct, neglect of duty or conduct
unbecoming a teacher.
If the charges are substantiated, the penalty sought by the
District will be unposed and the award will become a part of
the teacher's personnel file.
If the charges are not substantiated, no reference to event(s)
giving rise to the hearing or to the hearing itself will appear in
the teacher's personnel file and any material in such file will
be destroyed.
All cost of the arbitration, including AM administrative fees
and the arbitrator's fees, travel, meals, lodging and other
expenses will be paid by the District.
Any action taken by the District under option c must be undertaken
within fifteen (15) calendar days of the time of the occurrence or of
the time the existence of the occurrence becan1e, or should have
become, known.
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ARTICLE IX - HEALTH AND SAFETY
The District will pay 100% of the individual and dependent pren1ium cost
for active and retired unit members to participate in the St.
Lawrence-Lewis Counties School District Employees Medical Plan.
1. Active unit members also shall have:
a) AEtna Dental Insurance (Family Plan);
b) Prudential Employee Term Life Insurance - $10,000 coverage;
c) Prudential A.D. and D. Insurance - $10,000 coverage.
2. Retired unit members after January 1975 also will receive:
a) AEtna Dental Insurance (Family Plan).
3. A retired unit member is one who satisfies the requirements of the
New York State Teachers' Retirement System for a retirement
allowance based on years of service and age or a disability
retirement regardless of age.
Dental Insurance - effective July 1, 1977:
1. Percentage under major service up from 50% to 80%;
2. To change schedule to reasonable and customary for basic services;
3. Cover dentures and bridgework replacing - prior extractions;
4. Cover appliances for splinting;
5. Cover full mouth X-ray without 3-year limit.
The District shall establish a flexible-spending plan pursuant to IRS §125
regulations. The administrative costs of the program Willbe borne by the
District.
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A.
ARTICLE X -SALARIES
Section 1 - Staff Salaries
TIle basic salary schedule shall be that set forth in Appendix A of this
Agreement.
B. No teacher appointed to a position will move beyond Step 5, BS<30,
without permanent certification unless statute or certification procedures
of the New York State Education Deparhnent extend the certification tinle
period beyond five (5) years. All other advancenlents on the schedule will
be based on recognized total experience.
c.
.
-Experienced teachers entering the District for the first time nlay be hired
on a step conlnlensurate with teaching or other related experience.
Teachers who previously taught in the District, and who return, will be
placed on the next step from which they left.
D. One year's credit for purposes of salary advancement will be granted to a
unit 1!1ember who has been on payroll for at least half of the previo"bls
school year. .
Section 2 - Credit Hour Reimbursement
A. All courses including in-service courses, subnlitted by a bargaining unit
menlber to the Superintendent for approval as incremental salary units
shall be submitted fourteen (14) days prior to a regularly scheduled Board
of Education meeting and shall be accompanied by a statement in which
the bargaining unit member indicates the relationship of such courses to a
coordinated and continuing education objective.
Action with regard to approval or disapproval of courses shall be
acknowledged within a reasonable time subsequent to the next regu.larly
scheduled meeting of the Board of Education.
B. All courses to be considered for salary increments must meet the following
criteria: .
1. Be approved in advance by the Superintendent on a form to be
supplied. .
.
.
2. Be graduate level unless otherwise accepted by the Superintendent.
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c.
D.
E.
4.
3. Bargaining unit members who are pursuing a disciplined course of
study leading to master's degree in a field of education need not get
prior approval of courses to be taken.
An official grade slip nlust be supplied as proof of satisfactory
completion of the course. Horizontal movement on the schedule and
salary adjustnlent shall be contingent upon receipt of an official
transcript or grade card demonstrating that the bargaining unit
nlenlber met the minimum passing requirement of the course as
prescribed by the institution he or she attended.
In -service courses and workshops must be evaluated individually. The
bargaining unit member can petition the Superintendent for approval.
Upon the Superintendent's recommendation;the Board of Education will
award one (1) credit for fifteen (15) hours of approved in-service.
Salary increments will be granted for each five hours of approved credit at
the rate indicated by the salary schedule.
The deadlines for filing for an ad.vance in the salary schedule shall be five
(5) days prior to the October Board of Education meeting and five (5) days
prior to the March Board of Education meeting. Salary increments for
advanced study will be made at these tinles only.
Courses taken subsequent to July 1, 1988 shall receive salary schedule
credit if:
1. They are toward certification or within a certificate oriented
framework;
F.
G.
2. They are toward a degree program;
They will benefit the bargaining unit member in his/her area of
teaching or in a related area.
3.
The Superintendent may disapprove a course if it is clearly outside the
above criteria.
Section 3 - Additional Extra-Scholastic Salaries
Any member of the unit working in addition to' the contractually
established school year shall be reimbursed at a rate no less than 1/ 200th of
his/her yearly salary according to the current agreement.
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Section 4 - Extra-Curricular, Extra-Duty and Coordinator Sa~aryProvisions
The salary schedule for extra-curricular, extra-duty and coordinator
activities is shown as an addition to the basic salary schedule "inAppendix B.
Salary is to be paid at the conclusion of the activity.
Section 5 - Retirenlent Benefit fum2Joyer Non-Elective 403(b) Contribution
Upon retirement, a unit member's 403(b) account will receive an
E111ployerNon-elective Contribution in the amount of $10,000, if the following
requirenlen ts are 111et:
1. The effective date of retirelllent must be within the first fiscal year of
retirement eligibility, according to guidelines set by the New York
State Teachers Retirement Syste111or by Social Security Disability
Retiremen t.
2. The retiree shall have cOl11pletedat least ten (10) years of full-time
service in the Clifton-Fine Central School District by the effective
date of retirement.
3. -The retiree must notify the Superintendent in writing of the intent to
retire at least sixty (60) calendar days prior to the effective date of
retiremen t.
4. If the retirement is a disability retirement, the minimum age
restriction of fifty-five (55) shall not apply and stated advance notice
shall be waived for a disability retirement or a state retirement
incentive provided that all other conditions are l11et.
5. The Employer Non -elective Contribution shall be contributed in June
of the final year according tQthe following conditions.
No Cash Option No employee may receive cash in lieu of or as an alternative to
any of the Employer's Non-elective Contribution(s) described herein.
Contribution Limitations In any applicable year, the maximum Employer
Contribution shall not cause an e111ployee's403(b) account to exceed the
applicable contribution limit under Section 415(c) (1) of the Code, as adjusted for
cost-of-living increases. For Employer Non-elective Contributions made post-
employment to former employees' 403 (b) account, the Contribution lin1it shall be
based on the employee's compensation, as determined under Section 403 (b) (3) of
the Code and in any event, no Employer Non -elective Contribution shall be 111ade
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on behalf of such fornler employee after the fifth taxable year following the
taxable year in which that employee ternlinated employment.
In the event that the calculation of the Employer Non -elective Contribution
referenced in any of the preceding paragraphs exceed the applicable
Contribution limits, the excess amount shall be handled by the Employer as
follows:
For all meillbers, the Employer shall first make an Employer Non-elective
Contribution up to the Contribution limit of the Interl1al Revenue Code and then
pay any excess amount as compensation directly to the Employee. In no instance
shall the Employee have any rights to, including the ability to receive, any excess
aillount as conlpensation unless and until the Contribution lil11itof the Internal
Revenue Code are fully met through paytllent of the Employer's Non-Elective
Contribution. In no case shall the Employer Non-elective Contribution exceed
the Contribution limit of the Internal Revenue Code.
1QMb) Accounts Employer Non-elective Contributions shall be deposited into
the NYSUTendorsed 403 (b) provider, offered through ING Life Insurance and
Annuity Conlpany, in the name of the employee. If ING is no longer accepting
employer non-elective contributions per this agreement, the Employer and the
Association shall agree upon an alternative 403 (b) provider to receive such
contributions. -
Tier I Ad;ustments Tier I members with membership dates prior to June 17,
1971, Employer Non-elective Contribution hereunder will be reported as non-
regular compensation to the New York State Teachers' Retirement System. .
This contract provision shall be subject to IRSregulations and rulings. Should
any portion be declared contrary to law, then such portion shall not be deemed
valid and subsisting, but all other portions shall continue in full force and effect.
As to those portions declared contrary to law, the Association and Employer shall
promptly meet and alter those portions in order to provide the same or similar
benefit(s) which conform, as close as possible, to the original intent of the parties.
This contract provision shall further be subject to the approval of the'403(b)
Provider, which shall review the contract provision solely as a matter of form and
as the provider of investment products designed to meet the requirements of
Section 403 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code. Upon request, ING Life Insurance
and Annuity Company ("ILIAC").agrees to provide the Employer with ILIAC's
standard hold harmless agreenlent where the Employer has selected ILIACas the
provider of 403(b) accounts for receipt of Employer Non-elective Contributions.
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Both the Employer and Employee are responsible for providing accurate
information to the 403(b) Provider. This information includes both Elective and
Employer Non-elective Contributions and the amount of the participant's
includible compensation.
Section 6
A high school teacher who is being excessed will not displace a teacher
having less seniority in another certification area, unless the teacher to be
excessed possesses p'rovisional or penllanent certification in the new area by the
final day of the school year as recorded in the school attendance register. In this
event, the teacher must notify the Superintendent in writing by the beginning of
the final day as recorded in the school attendance register.
A.
B.
ARTICLE XI -NEGOTIATING PROCEDURE
When, under the provisions of Article XIVof the Agreement, a party to the
Agreenlent exercises the right to renegotiate all or.-aportion thereof, the'
following procedures shatl be applicable:
1. ,An initial negotiating nleeting shall be arranged at which both
parties shall present in writing all issues it proposes for discussion.
Before adjournment of this initial meeting, all issues to be considered
for negotiation will be listed. Five days or more from the date of
receipt of this response a second meeting shall be arranged at a time
and place mutually acceptable to the parties. At this second meeting,
negotiations shall begin. All necessary subsequent meetings shall be
called at times and locations mutually satisfactory to the parties.
2. The District may select its representatives and the Association its
representatives to serve as negotiating teams. Either party may
employ consultants throughout the negotiating process, it being
understood that the cost thereof will be borne by the party retaining
the consultants.
At the negotiating meetings, the designated representatives of the Board
and the Association shall engage in a free exchange of facts, opinions,
proposals, and counter proposals in an effort to reach mutual
understanding and agreement. Both parties agree to conduct such
negotiations in good faith and to deal openly and fairly with each other,
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furnishing each other with pertinent information prior to negotiations
wherever practicable.
C. Should a proposed agreement be reached by the negotiating teanls, such
agreement shall be prepared as a tentative draft and subnlitted to the Board
of Education and to the Association.
Within five days following ratification by both parties, the Clifton-Fine
Teachers Association President and the Superintendent (or their designees)
shall affix their signatures to the Agreenlent. The Board shall be
responsible for the preparation and printing of the Agreement. The
distribution shall take place within five (5) weeks after the signing.
ARTICLE XII - DISTANCE LEARNING
The Association and the District will participate in a Distance Learning
program under the guidelines set forth in Appendix D.
ARTICLEXIII - CREDIT UNION
The District shall make available payroll deductions for a credit union for
any member of the bargaining unit should the Association become a party to a
credit union. .
ARTICLEXN -TERMINATION DATE AND PROCESS
A. This Agreement shall remain in force and effect until the last day of June,
2005, and thereafter from year to year unless terminated or modified as
herein provided. .
B. In the event either of the parties hereto desires to terminate or modify this
Agreement, such party shall so notify the other party hereto in writing, but
it must be done by February 1st, 2005, whereupon the proposed
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nl0difications shall becol11ethe subject of imnlediate negotiations as
provided under Article XI of this Agreell1ent.
C. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this
Agreenlent requiring legislative action to penTIit its ill1plenlentation by
a111endl11entof law or by providing the additional funds therefor, shall not
beconle effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
D. This Agreement shall constitute the full and c0111pleteconlmitment
between both parties, and 111aybe altered, changed, added to, deleted fron1,
or nl0dified only through the voluntary l11utual consent of the parties in a
written and signed arnend111entto the Agreel11ent. .
WITNESS the due execution hereof,
FOR THE ASSOCIATION: FOR THE DISTRICT:
~o,~
o ifton-Fine Education Association ~~p-~~~Clifton -Fine Central hoo1 District
Date: W/f~ C; d(j7)~5
( Date: /C:;-9-03
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STEP B<30 B+30 B+35 B+40 B+45 B+50 B+55 B+60
1 32,650. 33,165. 33,680. 34,195. 34,710. 35,225. 35,740. 36,255.
2 33,052. 34,410. 34,941. 35,4 74. 36,004. 36,534. 37,064. 37,594.
3 33,505. 34,863. 35,394. 35,926. 36,456. 36,986. 37,516. 38,046.
4 33,958. 35,317. 35,847. 36.,379. 36,908. 37,438. 37,968. 38,498.
5 34,412. 35,769. 36,301. 36,830. 37,360. 37,890. 38,420. 38,949.
6 36,224. 36,7"53. 37,283. 37,812. 38,343. 38,872. 39,403.
7 36,676. 37,206. 37,736. 38,267. 38,795. 39,325. 39,855.
8 37,128. 37,659. 38,188. 38,719. 39,249. 39,779. 40,308.
9 37,583. 38,112. 38,641. 39,171. 39,701. 40,232. 40,761.
10 38,035. 38,565. 39,095. 39,625. 40,156. 40,684. 41,216.
11 38,488. 39,017. 39,547. 40,076. 40,607. 41,137. 41,668.
12 38,940. 39,471. 40,000. 40,531. 41,060. 41,590. 42,120.
13 39,393. 39,923. 40,453. 40,983. 41,514. 42,044. 42,573.
14 39,848. 40,378. 40,906~ 41,437. 41,967. 42,498. 43,027.
15 40,301. 40,830. 41.361. 41,890. 42,421. 42,950. 43,480.
APPENDIX A - SALARY SCHEDULES
2003-04
-.
Over Step 15: 2002-03 salary times 1.03
Salary Schedule Key:
Value of Credit Hours - $515 in blocks of 5 hours (Step 1 + Over Step 15)
Value of Masters Degree - $279 for all degrees, regardless of when earned.
Teachers who enter the District with graduate hours fewer than 30 will be
paid on schedule $154 for blocks of 5 hours for approved and successfully
completed (2.0+) graduate hours which are leading to a masters ~egree.
Teachers who are en1ployed by the District on Steps 1- 5 who successfully
complete approved graduate hours leading to a luasters degree will be
compensated at the SUNY tuition rate - direct payment, not on schedule.
Teachers will be paid for a maximum of 60 graduate hours beyond BA/BS.
Teachers who were paid for more than 60 graduate hours prior to July 1,
1994 will continue to be paid for such hours.
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STEP B<30 B+30 B+35 B+40 B+45 B+50 B+55 B+60
1 33,200. 33,715. 34,230. 34,745. 35,260. 35.775. 36.290. 36,805.
2 33,630. 34,160. 34,690. 35,221. 35,751. 36.282. 36.812. 37,343.
3 34,043. 35,443. 35,989. 36,538. 37,084. 37,630. 38,175. 38,722.
4 34,510. 35,909. 36,456. 37,004. 37,549. 38,096. 38,641. 39,188.
5 34,977. 36,376. 36,923. 37,470. 38,015. 38,562. 39.107. 39,653.
6 36,842. 37,390. 37,935. 38,481. 39,026. 39.573. 40,118.
7 37,311. 37,856. 38,401. 38,947. 39.493. 40.038. 40,585.
8 37,777. 38,322., 38,868. 39,415. 39,959. 40,505. 41,050.
- 9 38,242. 38,789. 39,334. 39,880. 40,427. 40,972. 41,517.
10 38,710. 39,255. 39,801. 40,346. 40.892. 41,439. 41,984.
'II 39,176. 39,722. 40,268. 40,814. 41.360. 41.904. 42,453.
12 39,643. 40,188. 40,733. 41,279. 41,825. 42.371. 42,918.
13 40,108. 40,655. 41,200. 41,746. 42.292. 42,838. 43,383.
14 40,575. 41,120. 41,667. 42,212. 42.760. I 43,305. 43,850. I
15 41,043. 41,589. 42,134. 42,680. 43,226. 43,773. 44,318. I
APPENDIX A - SALARY SCHEDULES
2004-05
Over Step 15: 2003-2004 salary tinles 1.03
Salary Schedule Key:
Value of Credit Hours - $515 in blocks of 5 hours (Step 1 and Over Step 15)
Value of Masters Degree - $288 for all degrees, regardless of when earned.
Teachers who enter the District with graduate hours fewer than 30 will be
paid on schedule $154 for blocks of 5 hours for approved and successfully
completed (2.0+) graduate hours which are leading to a masters degree.
Teachers who are employed by the District on Steps 1-5 who successfully
complete approved graduate hours leading to a masters degree will be
compensated at the SUNYtuition rate - direct payment, not on schedule.
Teachers will be paid for a maximum of 60 graduate hours beyond BA/BS.
Teachers who were paid for more than 60 graduate hours prior to July 1,
1994 will continue to be paid for such hours.
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2003-04 2004-05
Annual Rate (7hours/ day x 180' days) . 30,871. 31,797.
Hourly SUlumer Rate (up to 140 hours) 22.15 22.81
APPENDIX A - SALARY SCHEDULES
NURSES
2003-05
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Modified,
Junior High Junior Varsity Varsity or
Le~ of Activity Year Coaches or Assistant Head
2 nl0nths 1 500. 1 ~OOO. 1,480.
2 520. 1,030. 1,550.
3 540. 1,070. 1,600.
4 560. 1,110. 1,670.
5 580. 1,160. 1,730.
6 600. 1,200. 1,800.
3 months 1 660. 1,160. 1,650.
2 690. 1,200. 1,720.
3 710. 1,250. 1,780.
4 750. . 1,300. 1,860.
5 770. 1,350. 1,920.
6 800. 1,400. 2,000.
5 months 1 910. 1,4-10. 1,900.
2 940. 1,460. 1,970.
3 980. 1,510. - 2,050.
4 1,020. 1,570. 2,130.
5 1,060. 1,640. 2,210.
6 1,100. 1,700. 2,300.
APPENDIX B - EXTRA CURRICULAR
1. Salary for each activity will be based upon the length of the activity and the
title of the activity as above. The step used shall be the year coinciding
with the number of years coaching service in the particular sport. Each
successive step after the 6th year will realize a $100.00 increase, up to a
maximum of twenty years.
2. A person who has coached a sport will be given full credit for all years of
experience in that sport if that person coaches a lower level of that sport.
A person who has coached a lower level team will be given one year of
varsity credit for each three years of previous lower level experience in
that sport should that person be assigned the varsity coaching position in
that sport.
3. A coach changing sports will be given service credit for any previous years
(if any) of coaching the new sport. As the length of any season for any
particular activity changes, the remuneration will change accordingly.
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Activity Year Amount
Varsity Cheerleadin~ 1 930.
JV Cheerleadin~ 2 960.
Senior Advisor 3 1,000. --
Lan~a~e Club Advisor 4 1,030.
5 1,070.
6 1,100.
Student Council 1 400.
Jazz Club 2 - 430.
Vocal Music - 3 470. -
(Interscholastic)
Instrumental Music 4 500.
(Interscholastic)
National Honor Society 5 540.
6 600.
Yearbook Editor 1 570.
Photographer 2 610.
3 640.
4 680.
5 710.
6 800.
School Paper (Editor) 1 380.
School Paper 2 400.
(Production)
3 410.
4 430.
5 450.
6 500.
The following coaching activities currently exist and shall be paid according to
the above schedule:
3 Month
Soccer - Modified &Varsi Bo s & Girls
Baseball- Modified & Varsi
Softball- Modified &Varsi
Golf - Varsi
Track - Varsi Girls
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Activity Year Amount
Senior Play Director 1 910.
Musical Director 2 930.
3 940.
4 960.
5 980.
6 1,000.
Asst. Senior Play Director (no steps): Per play - 200.
Asst. Musical Director: 200. .
Middle School Student Council Advisor: 400.
AIDS Peer Leader Advisor: 1000.
Chaperone - Bus trips: 12.00 per hour
Ticket Taker/Seller: 12.00 per hour
School Class/Grade Sponsored Activity: 12.00 per hour
Timer: 16.00 per game
Scorer: 16.00 per game
Coordinators - Athletic 1
2-
3
4
.5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
2000
2050
2100
2150
2200
2250
2300
2350
2400
2450
2500
2550
2600
2650
2700
2750
2800
2850
2900
2950
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APPENDIX C - DETAILS.OF LEAVE PROCEDURE
Section 1 - Personal Leave.
A.
B.
c.
Each full-time bargaining unit member shall be entitled to three (3) days
personal leave per school year at full pay and need not specify the nature
of the use of personal leave. Notification of such absence shall be made to
the Superintendent at least twenty-four (24) hours in advance, although in
cases of emergency, the Superintendent may waive such notice. Any
unused personal days shall accrue as additional sick days.
Except in extenuating circumstances where -itwould place an undue
burden on the District, at least three (3) bargaining unit mell1bers shall be
allowed personal leave on the same day if they request it and fulfill the rest
of the criteria in this appendix. .
Personal leave shall not be used to extend any vacation or holiday period or
be used for recreational purposes. If a personal day is requested
immediately before or after any vacation or holiday, a legitimate reason
mu~t be given to the Superintendent of Schools.
Section 2 - Bereavement Leave
A. All employees shall be entitled to four (4) consecutive days absence frOll1
work with pay commencing within twenty-four hours of the day of death
not chargeable to sick leave for a death in the family, i.e., spouse, parent,
grandparent, child, grandchild., brother, sister, 1110ther-in-Iaw,
father-in-law, daughter or son-in-law, brother or sister-in-law,
stepparent, stepbrother or stepsister. The granting of this leave for anyone
not in the categories above shall be up to the sole discretion of the
Superintendent. The employee shall be entitled to such leave for each
occurrence. Additional days may be granted at the discretion of the
Superintendent.
B. The Board may request an employee to submit proof of death for the
purpose of payment under this provision.
Section 3 - Court Leave
Employees who are subpoenaed by a court to serve as jury members,
witnesses, or as principals shall be granted leave. When called as a jury mell1ber
or as a witness, the District will pay the bargaining unit mell1ber his/her full
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salary for each day. The bargaining unit member will reimburse the District the
per diem jury duty payment. When a bargaining unit member is a principal in
any action in court or adnlinistrative proceeding he/ she may use personal leave.
When a bargaining unit member is a defendant in a criminal matter, the District
will pay the bargaining unit member full compensation if he/she is absolved of
guilt.
Section 4 - Military Leave
Military leave will be granted as required by law.
Section 5 - Professional Leave
A. Visitation
One (1) day non-cunlulative leave with full pay may be granted for
purposes of visiting classroonls, schools or colleges. Expenses incurred for
h"avel and meals shall be reimbursed by the District. A report may be
requested by the District within two weeks after the visitation day and
before the disbursenlent of any funds for expens~s.
B. Conferences
1. Attendance at professional conferences shall not exceed five (5)
days.
2. Each request for professional leave shall be nlade in writing to the
Superintendent at least two (2) calendar months prior to the leave
day. The request shall outline the reason for the leave day and the
dates of expected absence. Should unusual conditions exist, the
Superintendent may waive any or all of the preceding requirements.
3. Professional leave days may be granted on the basis of service in the
School District so that the bargaining unit member with greater
service shall have preference.
4. A.report may be requested by the Superintendent within two weeks
of any professional leave day and before the disbursement of any
funds for expenses.
5. A bargaining unit member who is approved for conference shall be
limited to reinlbursenlent for only one conference per school year,
with such reimbursement to apply to transportation at the Board-
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C.
approved Internal Revenue Service reimbursement rate, parking
costs, registration fee, food not to exceed $50 per day, except in the
case of official luncheons or banquets, and lodging at the conference
rate. The District reserves the right to send participants in a school
vehicle or to set reasonable limits on the number of private vehicles
for which expenses will be reimbursed. For planning purposes,
$500 per conference should be included in the budget. Approved
conferences may exceed the planned budget anl0unts.
Association Leave
Fifteen (15) C.F.E.A.Association Days will be allotted at the discretion of
the Superintendent after consultation with the Association President. This
leave will be granted except in extenuating circumstances where it would
place an undue burden on the District. Notification must be given to the
Superintendent one day in advance or sooner if possible. The Association
. will absorb the full cost for the fifteen days, including cost of the substitute,
transportation, etc.
Section 6 - Leave Without Pay
A.
B.
Upon request from a bargaining unit menlber, the District may grant leave
without pay. .Only full-time bargaining unit members shall be eligible and
their tenure status will be unchanged by the leave, neither being cancelled
or increased, if the leave does not exceed one (1) school year. Longer
periods of leave may be granted upon nlutual agreement.
Retirement benefits, health insurance, and sinli1ar fringe benefits will not
be paid by the School District during a leave without pay, although the
bargaining unit member 11layelect to continue coverage at his/her own
expense. .
C. Application must be made to the Superintendent one (1) term prior to the
start of the leave. Appropriate reasons for granting leave without pay
include, but are not confined to, voluntary military service, exchange
teaching, holding elected office, Peace Corps or governmental service, and
professional study.
D. Shorter periods of absence without pay may be arranged upon request of
the bargaining unit member to the Superintendent. If such requests are
approved by the Board of Education, the daily amount to be deducted from
the bargaining unit nlember's salary shall be one two hundredth (1/ 200th)
of the bargaining unit menlber's annual salary for each school day in the
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period of absence. Item B of this Section (retirement benefits, etc.) does not
apply if the absence is less than one (1) school term.
Section 7 - Compensable Iniury Leave
In the event that a bargaining unit nlenlber is injured while on duty and
beconles eligible for Workers' Compensation, the School District will pay such
bargaining unit nlelllber the difference between his/her regular salary and,
, compensation benefits for a period of two months. During this period of salary
continuance, no'days shall be deducted from the bargaining unit nlember's
accumulated sick leave. Upon expiration of this period, the bargaining unit
nlenlber nlay elect to apply his/her accumulated sick leave to provide the
difference between his/her regular salary and cOlllpensation benefits until the
sick leave benefit is exhausted. -
Section 8 - Parental Leave
A. Upon request, a unit member shall be granted a child re'aring leave for up
to one year at the time of the birth or adoption of a child. A longer period
of leave may be granted upon ,mutual agreement. Leaves under this section
are without payor benefits, except as required by law.
B. Upon return to the District, the bargaining unit menlber shall be assigned
to the same professional duty which he/ she held at the time the leave
commenced or to a substantially equivalent position.
C. The period of such leave shall not be considered part of the teacher's
probationary' period and no benefits shall accrue during such leave. Upon
return, the bargaining unit member shall be granted all professional
advantages and status which he/ she had'at the time leave,commenced,
except that a bargaining unit menlber having been on the payroll for at
least half of the school year in which the leave commenced shall be placed
, on the next higher level of salary.
Section 9 - Sick Leave
A. Twelve (12) days sick leave at full pay shall be allowed each full-time
bargaining unit member for each school year and any unused balance will
beconle cumulative to one hundred ninety (190) days.
A doctor's certificate may be required by the District in order to verify
personal illness if leave exceeds five (5) days.
B.
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. c. Bargaining unit nlembers may, for reasons of illness within their
immediate fanlily requiring the direct personal attention and attendance of
the bargaining unit member, request that up to thirty (30) days be
deducted from their sick leave credits. In the case of serious illness, .
additional days may be granted at the discretion of the Superintendent of
Schools. These extra days will also be deducted from accumulated sick
leave.
In the event a bargaining unit member has been subject to unnecessary
hardship as a result of illness, accident, etc., the Board shall exercise the
following policy:
D.
A sick leave pool will be available for bargaining unit members under the
following conditions:
1.
2.
3. a)
b)
The bargaining unit member nlust voluntarily agree to enter the pool
and donate three days sick leave to the pool.
The bargaining unit nlember may use the pool if:
a) Illness or disability has resulted in long term continuous
absence;
b) His or her sick leave is exhausted;
c) A waiting period of four (4) days for each year of service in
Clifton-Fine Central School up to a maximum of forty (40)
days has elapsed. .
The Sick Leave Pool Review Board shall be composed of two
members of the Association, a member of the Board of
Education, an administrator, and a mutually agreed upon fifth
party. This Board shall be responsible for the development of
appropriate application forms and procedures to be followed.
It may require a doctor's certificate or the personal presence of
the bargaining unit member (where possible) in its evaluation
of a request for usage of the pool.
Members of the Sick Leave Pool Review Board will be
appointed annually to serve from September 15 of one year to
September 14 of the following year.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
c) The Review Board for the sick leave pool will determine
criteria and approve usage of days from the pool.
If a bargaining unit member utilizes the pool, any further usage of
the pool shall entail a waiting period which treats years of service as
if they had begun with the last usage of the pool rather than the
actual years of service in the District.
~
Days donated to the pool remain in the pool if the bargaining unit
men1ber decides not to remain in the pool or resigns or retires from
the system.
When the balance in the pool falls below ninety (90) days, each
member of the pool will have one day of sick leave transferred from
his/her sick leave balance to the pool. The School District will add
Vzday for each day contributed by the members.
Newly hired bargaining unit members shall have until thirty (30)
calendar days following their reporting for duty to join the pool.
Any bargaining unit member not electing to join the pool at his/her
first opportunity may do so within thirty (30) calendar days of their
reporting for-duty of any subsequ.§nt year. However, the number of
days sick leave required as an iriitial donation shall be three (3) days
plus any additional days donated by bargaining unit members
during the period the bargaining unit member has elected to be a
non-member.
A bargaining unit member who is not a member of the pool may not
draw benefits fron1the pool. .
A bargaining unit member who elects not to join the pool and
becomes ill must have recovered from the illness and returned to
duty. He/she may then join the pool the following September.
Under normal circumstances the maximum number of days which
an individual may draw from the pool as the result of one illness or
disability shall be ninety (90) days. However, under extenuating
circumstances upon the recommendation of the Sick Leave Pool
Review Board and the approval of the Board of Education, the
bargaining unit l'nember may continue to draw such benefits from
the pool beyond this ninety day limit as is deemed appropriate.
11. The sick leave pool is not to be used for illness in the family.
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E. A unit member who resigns or retires after at least ten (10) years of full-
time service with the District and who has accumulated at least one
hundred (100) sick days will, as a deposit to their 403 (b) account and
under the same regulations as stated in Article X, Section 5, receive an
Employer Non -Elective Contribution for accrued sick days as follows:
.
1. $25.00 contribution for each sick day up to a maximum of 190 days.
$12.50 contribution for each sick day in excess of 190 days.2.
3. In the event a unit men1ber, with a n1inimun1 of ten (10) years
service in the District, dies before retirement from the District,
his/her estate will be paid for the unused, accumulated sick !eave
days according to this schedule.
Section 10 - Sabbatical Leave
A.
B.
Under normal circumstances, sabbatical leave may be granted to one
bargaining unit member for a full year at half pay. In special cases,
additional applications may be considered for leave.
Sabbatical leave shall be granted to tenured teachers with seven (7) or
more years of local service. No bargaining unit member may be granted a
sabbatical leave more than once in any seven year period.
c. If subsequent to the granting of a sabbatical leave and prior to such leave
taking effect, a statute, regulation or n10ratorium is enacted which
prohibits or limits sabbatical leave, such leave shall be cancelled.
D. Application for sabbatical leave shall be submitted in writing prior to
December 1st to a selection committee composed of the Superintendent,
the Elementary Principal, the High School Principal, and three (3)
members of the Board of Education. The application must contain a
detailed outline of the program of educational, travel, teaching, or
ernployment experiences that are to be undertaken during the sabbatical
leave, and a statement showing specifically how this program will improve
instruction at the Clifton-Fine Central.School. In t.eaching or employment
experience for which a bargaining unit member is compensated, the
School District will pay only the difference between this compensation and
full salary, an amount not to exceed half pay. .
E. When more applications are received than there are available openings,
the selection committee will award sabbatical leaves on the basis of its
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evaluatiol1 of the applications. When, in the opinion of the cOllul1itiee, the
applications are of equal merit, equal benefit to the District and equal
benefit to the individuals, the decision will be made on the basis of length
of local service and the equal distribution of sabbatical leaves among the
elemen tary, secondary, and special personnel.
F. One-half of the salary paid during the period of sabbatical leave shall be
considered as a loan to the bargaining unit nlell1ber. This loan shall be
considered as paid in full upon the cO!l1pletionof one year of service
following the leave. Termination of employment prior to the end of one
year of service after the conlpletion of the leave shall cause the full value of
the loan to fall due inlmediately. The death of the bargaining unit mell1ber
during that year will automatically cancel the loan.
Sabbatical leave shall be counted as one year of service for purposes of
placement on the salary schedule, seniority, and retirement. Contributions
to health insurance, retirement, and other fringe benefits shall continue
without interruption during the leave period.
G.
H. The selection comnlittee shall make its awards mown to the staff no later
than the last day of Decell1ber in the school year preceding the year of
leave. Applications may be conditional upon the granting-of fellowship,
acceptance in a school, confirnlation of travel plans, or other sufficient
reason. An oral or written report to the District may be required following
the year of leave.
Section 11 - Use of Sick or Personal Days When Resigning
A. If a bargaining unit member resigns <;>1"retires, with the resignation or
retirement effective during the school year, that bargaining unit member
will be entitled to a prorated number of days of personal and sick leave.
The nunlber of personal days available prior to leaving employment shall
be one day for every sixty (60) school days worked. The number of sick
days available shall be one day for every fifteen (15) school days worked,
in addition to any accumulated sick leave days.
B. If the bargaining unit member has already used more than the number of
days to w~ich that bargaining unit member would be entitled, the extra
days will be forgiven and no repayment to the District will be required.
. However, no additional days may be taken.
C. Within ten (10) days of the announcement of the resignation or
retirement, the Superintendent, the Association President, and the
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bargaining unit menlber involved will meet to ascertain the number of
days available in accordance with Part A of this Section.
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APPENDIX D - DISTANCE LEARNING
The District and the Association agree to work together to make Distance
Learning an integral part of the District's educational opportunities. It is,
therefore, agreed that the Association and the District will participate in a
Distance Learning Program under the following conditions:
A.
B.
Teacher participation is strictly voluntary.
The parties acknowledge and confirll1 that teacher participation in the
Distance Learning Program shall not be used by the District to argue that
the Association may have waived any rights that may exist to the
exclusivity of bargaining unit work. The parties agree that the Distance
Learning Program, in whole or in part, involves bargaining unit work in
the provision of educational services to the children of the District.
C. No current teacher in a tenure area shall be subject to a reduction in force,
in whole or in part, as a result of the District sending/receiving courses in
. that tenure area through a Distance Learning Program.
D. The parties agree that training for teacher participants will be provided.
The costs(s) of appropriate training shall be established and borne by the
District. If training occurs outside the normal work day/year, the District
agrees to pay an hourly rate based on 1/200 of the teacher's salary. At the
teacher's discretion the training time may be applied toward cumulative
in -service credit hours.
E. The Superintendent and Association President agree to co-chair a Distance
Learning Governance Committee to oversee the Clifton-Fine Central
School's participatlon in the Distance Learning Program. This Committee
shall review and recommend host and receiving courses and address
District problems with the Program as.they arise. This Comnlittee shall
consist of the Superintendent of Schools, the Association President, the
Board of Education President or his/her designee, the Junior-Senior High
School Principal, Guidance Counselor, one active Distance Learning
teacher and two classroom teachers selected annually by the Clifton -Fine
Education Association. In addition, this Governance Committee will
annually appoint to its membership a student and a parent. Any District
liaison (s) se~ected to the Distance Learning Instructional Planning
Committee shall also serve on the District's Governance Committee.
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Transmitting from host school
F.
J.
Any progranl delivered from the Clifton -Fine School District, for the.
purpose of educating children, shall be taught by a bargaining unit or a St.
Lawrence-Lewis BOCESemployee. Due to the interactive nature of the
technology, the transmission must be live; subsequent use of taped
recordings of live transnlissions will be solely for the purpose of a student
review and/or makeup.
G. The time of the transmission will be determined by the District, within the
nornlal confines (starting and ending time) of the daily schedule of classes.
If the transmission schedule conflicts with these times, either the teacher's
daily schedule will be adjusted to reflect compensatory time or the teacher
will receive pay at the rate of 1/200 of his/her salary. (prorated).
H. The classroom teacher shall not have responsibility to maintain or repair
any equipment used in transmitting the lesson or any equipment used in
responding to the inquiries of those receiving the broadcast. Operational
responsibilities shall be minimum and appropriate training will be
provided. .
I. -The number of students in a class, including those at receiving sites, shall
not exceed that which is traditional in the host district for teachers in the
particular discipline being offered.
K.
All grading of schoolwork and tests shall be done in the host school by the
transmitting teacher who will cooperate with a designated person in the
receiving school for these purposes. If the grades need to be translated into
a different system to agree with the receiving school's system, that shall not
be the responsibility of the host school's teacher. The transmitting teacher
will send grades to the receiving school at the time, and in the manner, as.
he/ she turns in grades in the host district.
The teacher shall not be expected or required to attend any functions in the
receiving school districts, but will be available to receiving students and
their parents in the same manner that he/ she is available to host school
students and parents. (ASan example, the out-of-district parents will be
invited to Open House in the same manner as host school parents, and the
host teachers will not be expected or required to attend the receiving
schools' Open House.) The teacher and the receiving district may make
mutually acceptable arrangements including compensation; if necessary,
for attendance at such functions beyond the limits as described above.
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L.
M.
N.
In the event of the transmitting teacher's absence, the host district shall
provide a trained substitute when it elects to transmit.
Evaluation of the host teacher will be done in accordance with the
provisions of the collective bargaining agreen1ent. Any written complaint
with respect to the host teacher's performance originating in a receiving
district will be made known to the host teacher. Any verbal complaint
with respect to the host teacher's perforll1ance upon which the district
takes action will be made known to the host teacher. No evaluation of the
teacher will be ll1ade except in the norn1al manner in the classroom.
Any audio-visual tapes of the classes are the property of the host district
and the district may make such tapes available for the teacher's personal,
professional, non -commercial use.
O. The calendar of the host dish"ict shall be used for each course being taught.
The only exceptions to this are listed in G, above. No teacher in the host
school will be expected or required to transmit when an emergency day
has been declared in the host district.
P. Textbooks for Distance Learning eourses that are transmitted fron1
Clifton -Fine Central School shall be aetermined by the Dish'ict in
conformity with its normal practice.
Q. The parties recognize the preparatory time comll1itment required for
Distance Learning and agree that any teacher who volunteers to teach a
Distance Learning class shall not have an administrative assignll1ent
during the length of the course.
Receiving
R. As related to Distance Learning in the receiving district, there shall be no
subco~tracting for any course currently being taught (or previously taught
if there is a former employee on the recalllist) without mutual consent of
the parties.
s. The receiving dish'ict shall not require its bargaining unit employees to be
responsible for grading, extra help, or lesson planning for any received
classes. Appropriate bargaining unit members will cooperate with the
transmitting teacher if translation of the grades is necessary.
T. No Clifton-Fine Education Association member will be assigned to a
Distance Learning course off-site during normal working hours.
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Each year the parties shallilleet for the purpose of reviewing and, if necessary,
modifying this agreement. This review shall be completed by March 1. In the
event that the parties cannot agree with respect to proposed changes pertaining
to the agreement for the ensuing year, the provisions in existence shall remain in
effect without modification or change. The foregoing, however, shall not.be
deemed to require the district to con tinue any program of Distance Learning in
the event that the district determines, in any given year, to discontinue such
program.
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